BULLYING REFERENCES

This is a list of some of the resources related to school violence. You will find all of these resources in the Education Library. If you click on a title in this list, you will get the full information about where to find the resource. Check out the Education Library’s Twitter, Blog and Facebook pages - you will find a wealth of information about the Education Library’s services and resources.

Bonne idée, Zoé   PC2115.B91B66 2013
Bullying and the brain : using cognitive and emotional intelligence to help kids cope  LB3013.3.P583x 2006
Bullying and young children : understanding the issues and tackling the problem  LB3013.3.M243x 2009
Bullying as a social pathology : a peer group analysis  LB3013.3.H46x 2008
Bullying : experiences and discourses of sexuality and gender  LC212.82.B85 2013
Bullying interventions in schools : six basic approaches  BF637.B85R5393 2010
Bullying through the ages  BF637.B85B8595 2010
Choose your bully   PZ7.J185C48 2005
Cyber-bullying : issues and solutions for the school, the classroom and the home  LB3013.3.S467x 2008
Cyber kids, cyber bullying, cyber balance  LB3013.3.T76x 2010
"Don't be so gay!" : queers, bullying, and making schools safe  LB3013.34.C3S56 2013
Elementary safe schools unit plans : a sample of comprehensive, integrated unit plans for the elementary grades  LB3013.3.H844 2006
Essential guide to tackling bullying  LB3013.3.E45 2011
Every class in every school : final report on the first national climate survey on homophobia, biphobia, and transphobia in Canadian schools  LC212.863.C2T396 2011
Freckleface Strawberry and the dodgeball bully  PZ7.M78635F74 2009
Generation cyberbully: bullying without borders  LB3013.3.G464 2011
Handbook of bullying in schools : an international perspective  LB3013.3.H343x 2010
New perspectives on bullying  LB3013.3.C695x 2008
Pervasive vulnerabilities : sexual harassment in school  LC212.8.R34 2012
Responding to cyber bullying : an action tool for school leaders  LB3013.3.M94 2011
Rethinking school bullying : towards an integrated model  LB3013.3.D59 2011
School bullying, depression and offending behavior later in life : an updated systematic review of longitudinal studies  LB3013.3.F36 2012
Secondary safe schools unit plans : a sample of comprehensive unit plans for selected secondary subjects  LB3013.3.H847 2006
Sexual harassment at school : hostile environments  LC212.82.S4983 2011
Stand tall : teacher's manual & DVD, grades 4-6 : lessons that teach respect and prevent bullying  LC1099.P43 2012
Sticks and stones : defeating the culture of bullying and rediscovering the power of character and empathy  BF637.B85B39 2013
Transforming school climate and learning : beyond bullying and compliance  LB3013.3.P73 2011
Truth about bullying : what educators and parents must know and do  LB3013.3.U73x 2009
When BFFs go bad : responsibility in a digital world  HM743.B56W44 2012
Wild wild Web : [a students guide to preventing cyber bullying]  HV6773.15.C92W55 2011
Willow finds a way  PZ7.B968W53 2013
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